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the role of the U
in the community
af^\.
YALE - NEW HAVEN HOSPITAL ANNUAL REPORT
The Yale-New Haven Hospital has served as the teaching hospital
for the Yale University School of Medicine since the hospital was
incorporated in 1826.
In 1945, the New Haven Hospital and the Grace Hospital merged
to form the Grace-New Haven Community Hospital, and, in 1965,
a strengthened affiliation between the hospital and Yale University
led to its name being changed to Yale-New Haven Hospital.
Number of adult and pediatric hospital beds: 762
Number of bassinets: 101
Number of hospital clinics: 75
In the course of a week , or even a day, each of us plays many roles. One can turn from
Board Chairman to babysitter, from stockbroker to scout leader, or, as happened to me
last summer, from Hospital President to patient.
During the four weeks I was hospitalized, I am sure - because of the office I hold — that
I received special consideration. But I also was subjected to moments of inconvenience,
some delays in seemingly routine services and some concern on my part about the necessity
of certain procedures. My room was not as attractive as I would have enjoyed fat less cost)
in a good hotel; I had to pay extra for television, not even in color!; and although my meals
were dietetically balanced, they didn't taste as good as those prepared by my wife or the
chef at my favorite restaurant.
But more importantly, I did witness the dedication and concern, the competence and good
humor of those who provided me with care, and in the process, helped me recover from a
bacterial infection of a heart valve.
My doctor pointed out that when he began practicing medicine, not too long ago, the damage
to my heart would have been irreversible and I would have been discharged from the hospital
to finish my alloted days at home. Recovery, instead of death, is now routine for problems
of this kind simply because of early diagnosis and the availability of penicillin.
My physician reminded me that the first small sample of penicillin in this country was made
available to doctors at this hospital in 1942 through the professional intervention of members
of the medical faculty. The penicillin was given to a woman dying of a streptococcal infection.
Within 24 hours her temperature, which had hovered around 105 degrees for several weeks,
was normal, and she began to recover. I cannot help but reflect on the extent to which this
community benefits from the scope and capabilities of this medical institution.
The discussion on the pages of this 1970 report explores the role of the teaching hospital in the
community as viewed by: Mrs. Angus N. Gordon, Jr., a member of the Hospital Board of
Directors; by Dr. Fredrik C Redlich, Dean of the Yale School of Medicine; by Dr. Courtney
C. Bishop, Chief of Staff of the Hospital; by Dr. C. Davenport Cook, Chief of Pediatrics;
by Dr. Sherwin B. Nuland, a surgeon in private practice with a clinical appointment at the
Yale School ofMedicine; and by Charles B. Womer, Director of the Hospital.
It is my hope that by reading it you will gain a perspective into the interrelationships of the
teaching of medicine and the practice of medicine and how they enhance each other to provide
greater benefits to the residents of this community.
- Charles H. Costello, President
Yale-New Haven Hospital
February 1971
Mr. Womer: Dr. Bishop, will vou give us a historical
perspective in regard to the evolution ot" medical teach
ing in the hospital, and the part hospital patients plav?
Dr. Bishop: It is interesting to note that the great
hospitals ot this country, and of rhe Western World.
had their origins in the joint dedication on the part
ot their physicians to patient care and to teaching.
The art ot medicine is taught through the demon
stration ot illness. Thus, it is impossible to have
medical teaching without patients. And, by and
large, the excellence ot patient eare has been stim
ulated by, and is co-existent with, the interests of
teaching.
Locally, it is also of interest to note that almost a
hundred years ago, Dr. William 11. Carmalt. who
was then Professor of Surgery at the Yale School
ot Medicine and Surgcon-in-Chief of New Haven
Hospital as well as a member of the Hospital's
Board ot Directors - called tor identifying and
reserving a certain number ot beds in the hospital
tor the admission ot teaching patients. I have
read some ot the minutes ot the Board meetings
of that time, and the idea, even then, was very
controversial. Ultimately, Dr. Carmalt convinced
his colleagues ot the wisdom of having such teach
ing beds, and the Board finally voted to set aside
12 beds for such purposes. Dr. Carmalt's interest,
ot course, was to provide space and the opportu
nity tor teaching without the use of those beds
being interrupted by other services.
I odav, we are dealing with a large institution with
a large number ot beds. We now have beds through
out the institution which are involved, to varying
degrees, with the teaching process, and quite prop
erly so. We still struggle with conflicts in ideology
of those w ho are concerned, primarily, with teach
ing, and those who are concerned, primarily, with
patient eare. But there are common grounds and
it seems to me that one ot the obligations of this
hospital is to emphasize the common ground, to
preserve it and to boLster it. Where do these two
components contribute each to the other? How
do thev supplement one another? Is not the total
result, after all. a significant accomplishment?
I be art of medicine is taught through the demo nstrat ion
i't illness. I bus. a is impossible to baee medical teaching
il about patients \ud. by and Drge. the excellence of
patient eare has been stimuLited by, and is coexistent zeith.
the inte-rcsts <>t leaching.
- Courtncv C. Bishop. M.D.
Chief ofStaff and
Chairman ofMedical Hoard
Mr. Womer. As Dean of the Yale School of Medicine,
Dr. Redlich, what are your opinions?
Dr. Redlich: 1 have very strong convictions that
teaching improves service. Students press for high
quality service. But beyond that, we cannot, today,
have double standards of practice — a ward practice
and a private service practice. This old concept of
medical teaching, if not impossible at the present
time, will very shortly be impossible. I don't say
that charity ward practice was bad practice. Prob
ably it has been better, in some instances, than
"carriage trade" practice in many institutions.
But chanty ward practice in the past was bad from
a human and social point of view. This is being
remedied, however, as we are being compelled,
happily, by economic changes - Medicare, social
pressures and so on
— into the best kind of teach
ing which will ensure good services.
Another thing I might mention here is that research
today has to be much more related to the patient's
interest. Research has to be carried out with the
informed consent of the patient. It has to be to
his advantage. As a result', the overall objectives
ot research are much more related than ever before
to clinical problems. So 1 feel that we are moving
ahead productively, partly guided by the forces of
society, and partly guided bv our own conscience.
Mrs. Gordon: As a non-professional person interested •
in the hospital as a citizen volunteer for some time now,
I'd like to make a plea in the name of the patient. Your
mentioning "informed consent" brings this to mind
again. I ask that the patient be told what is going on so
that he understands what teaching means in this institu
tion. I think too many people fear it is experimentation
of some sort.
When a patient is in this hospital, he would like to know
what that intern is, who that resident physician is, who,
perhaps, that student is, and why so many people are in
and out of his room and who really is his doctor.
Dr. Bishop: I recognize that a large number of pa
tients literally are "turned off", if not turned
away by the simple threat of the word "teaching."
As a practitioner in private practice, and as a mem
ber of the clinical faculty ot the Yale School of
Medicine, what's your view, Dr. Nuland?
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Dr. Nttland: I'd like to speak, in addition, as a some
time student of medical history. The subject of medi
cal teaching is really part of an on-going discussion that
has been in progress in this country for a century or more
Medicine in America was in a period of decline until the
end of the last century, as you know, because there were
so few teaching hospitals. Medical students were, for
the most part, being taught in laboratories, without hos
pital facilities.
I was reading some of Sir William Osier's writing the
other night, and I'd like to quote a very pertinent state
ment he made in 1903 when he was Professor of Medi
cine at Johns Hopkins. It comes from a speech with the
provocative title, "The Hospital as a College." Osier
said: "The work of an institution in which there is no
teaching is rarely first class. There is not the keen inter
est, nor the thorough study of the cases, nor amid the
exigencies of the busy life is the hospital physician able
to escape clinical slovenliness unless he teaches and, in
turn, is taught by assistants and students. It is, I think,
safe to say that in a hospital with students in the wards,
the patients are more carefully looked after, their di
seases are more fully studied, and fewer mistakes are
made. "
Mr. Women Let's consider now for a moment,
the community served by a teaching hospital — in
this case, the greater New Haven area. There are
many communities in this country equal in size
to this community. How do you think New
Haven benefits by having this teaching hospital?
What advantages does it have over, say, cities of
similar size, or larger, which do not have comparable
institutions?
Dr. Bishop: For one thing, medical practice in an aca
demic environment attracts fulltime clinicians of dis
tinguished background, ability and skills who contribute
enormously to the communitv in terms of medical leader
ship and in terms of practical service.
Dr. Redlich: Moreover, these people have been
selected in severe competition. Amongst them we
find superb practitioners.
Dr. Cook: In terms of the advantages of a teaching hos
pital, one thing is clear: Interns and residents are ab
solutely essential to the provision of high quality care.
And it's obvious that the best house staff are only attrac
ted to teaching centers because of the training they get
while they're there. Good teaching is possible only when
there is a constant self-evaluation of teaching objectives.
This is reflected in continuous improvements in the kind
of care given to patients.
Dr. Ntiland: It should be added that a teaching
center creates an environment for community
physicians who are well trained at the outset, to
remain well-trained simply because the resources
of the teaching center are available. It is difficult
for physicians, regardless of the level of their
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training and regardless of their intelligence, to re
main on top ot advances in medicine unless they
have access to outstanding people in their field.
As a practitioner in this community, I consider
this of immeasurable value to me, and I think this
is true ot other practitioners who do not hold clini
cal faculty appointments, as I do.
We have, in this institution, interns and residents
who, because ot their constant contact with highly
specialized people on the medical faculty, can of
ten bring a level ot expertise to a patient's eare
that an attending physician might not be able to
do by himself.
Dr. Bishop: This brings up the concept of the team
approach in patient eare which, to my mind, constitutes
one ot the significant contributions that a teaching center
can make.
Dr. Cook: It is important to have people understand
what is involved in the team approach in the care of
patients admitted to a teaching hospital. I am sure
it must seem to patients and to their families that
we have a very time-consuming and confusing way of
taking care ot them. A great many people are involved
Medical students, by their participation and by the
questions they ask us and by the library research thev
do, are part of the team. The house staff already has
been mentioned. Then, there are members of the
tulltime staff working closely with private doctors
in some eases, and taking direct responsibility them
selves, in other cases. In addition, there is the
availability of specialists in different fields so that
patients in a teaching hospital are rarely eared for
l>y one individual alone. As much as possible,
however, the system should be geared so that the
patient can relate to one particular individual who
has final responsibility.
Mrs. Gordon. This is vv hat I consider the other side of
the coin - identification with a doctor. I think most
patients, even though they may recognize that a whole
team is working on their problems would like to have
one person stay long enough to listen to them talk about
some of the things that bother them. They want somebody
to listen to them
the overall obieetivcs oj research are much
more related than ever before to clinical problems. So I feel
that ice are moving ahead prodactively, partly guided by the
forces of society, and partly guided by our nivu emiseieiiee.
- Frcdrik ('. Redlich. M.D.
Dean. ).ue i never sit y
\cho,i I ofMedicine
'
Dr. Bishop: Certainly the impression is gained by
some patients that they are merely cogs in the
wheel rather than the focus of direct concern by
one physician. This creates the problem of leader
ship. Who is to be captain of the team? It would
be unfair and dishonest of us if we did not recog
nize the fact that we have, as a group, failed to
formulate, document, explain or continue to iden
tify the members of the team, their inter-relation
ship one to the other, and specific identification
of the leader.
Dr. Xulaud: I have the feeling based on my own ex
perience, however, that the more closely the identifica
tion is made between the responsible doctor and his
patient, the more that patient will accept a team con
cept. It sounds paradoxical, but if it is made perfectly
clear at the outset that I am his doctor and I am totally
in charge ot his care, my patient is far more willing to
accept all kinds ot other professional personnel carrying
out the day-to-clay, moment-to-moment care. So long
as the patient is assured of the fact that I am the respon
sible doctor, he will feel much more safe in the hands of
other members of my team in the performance of their
tasks.
Dr. Redlich: Where we fail, perhaps, is that the
team concept has not, thus far, worked very well.
Physicians, I am sure you will agree, are rugged
individualists. They have long cherished this in
dividualism and they now realize that they must
change their method of approach. But, within
the team, there still must be some one person to
whom the patient can go. I have seen a number of
patients who felt lost because they did not have
this relationship. They felt uncomfortable and
bewildered as a result and could not cooperate
fully.
Fhe problem is likely to be compounded because
we will, very soon, have new kinds of teams with
new professionals taking their place in the health
field. And then, it will be necessary, more than
ever, for patients to be able to identify with one
person to whom he can turn.
Dr. XuLvid: But that is too vague. The concept you
seem to be describing is that ot a chairman of the
"care committee" or an ombudsman or the captain of
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a ship. I think of it as something far more specific.
I believe that at any time in the course of a patient's
stay in the hospital, there must be one individual who
is responsible to that patient and for that patient. Any
one else who is part of the treatment team functions as
an agent of that responsible physician, so that we re
tain the complete doctor-patient relationship which,
to me, is the foundation of patient eare. My own point
of view is that it would be regrettable if the team con
cept of a captain or an ombudsman were to take cover in
this hospital. I think the secret of building confidence
in patient care, whether it's by an individual physician
or by a great university medical center, is that the pa
tient has a one-to-one relationship with an individual
physician, and not with a treatment team of which there
is an assigned captain.
Mr. Womer: Are you saying that the individual
physician, in this time of doctor shortage, neces
sarily needs to continue to do all the time-consum
ing duties that he has done in the past?
Dr. Xulaud: Not at all. What I'm talking about is the
quality of the relationship. It's not what the responsible
physician does for the patient in a mechanical sense
that is important. I don't have to change every dressing
every day. Someone else can do that just as well, or
perhaps better than I can. The important thing is that
a person is specifically my patient. I'm there every day.
I see him every day, and I'm running his show and he
knows it. Suggestions can be made by others, but the
patient knows the final responsibility rests ultimately
with me.
Mr. Womer: But is it valid to think that anyone
else involved is just an "agent purveyor" of the
physician? Is that viewpoint compatible with
the concept that good teaching is based on a sys
tem of graded responsibility, that as a person be
comes more skilled, he should have an opportunity
to take on more independent responsibility and
decision making in the care of the patient? Is your
viewpoint compatible with the concepts of respon
sibility in the teaching process? I'd like to hear
what you have to say in this regard, Dr. Cook,
because of your involvement in the teaching
program.
Dr. Cook: There is no question but that we have to rely
on the house staff, and others - nurse practitioners and
various sorts of paramedical personnel - to provide con
tinuity for the patients, and even, in some instances, to
provide the primary care. But to be more specific, Chuck
in answer to your question: Do we need to turn over
varying degrees of responsibility to people who are here
in the learning capacity? Yes, I think we do. It is es
sential for their training and because wc don't have
enough senior people to go around to make all the de
cisions. It is also appropriate because doctors in train
ing do have the knowledge to undertake, correctly,
many important decisions concerning patient care.
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Mr. Womer But even if we had enough senior
people, wouldn't denying this kind ot responsi
bility sharing have .1 negative long ranee efteet on
physicians of the next generation who would not
have developed experience in this traditional
sense?
Dr. Cook. I thmk it would.
Dr. Xulaud: But. there are ways ot making de
cisions and ways of making decisions. It a
house officer makes a decision, that decision is
not made in a vacuum, nor is it made without
consultation with the senior physician. lor ex
ample, it a patient is a private patient ot mine and
I have a treatment program in mind, I don't think
it is absolutely necessary that I make the decisions
entirely. But 1 do think it's absolutely necessary
that the responsibility for those decisions be mine
and that the patient understands this.
Dr. Redlich: This responsibility means, however, that
you know about the decision which has been made. It
means that you. it necessary, can countermand this de
cision, if in your opinion it is not the right decision.
Dr. Cook. 1 think in essence we're saving the same
thing - that it there is one person ultimately re
sponsible, he may delegate much decision making
to other people in the health care team.
Dr. Xulaud: 1 think the ultimate responsibility in every
decision remains with the primary physician. I think
he can delegate the implementation ot the decision
making process - of w hich he is always a part be
cause he retains that one-to-one relationship with his
patient.
Dr Redlich. This is lust as important for the full-
time faculty physician as it is tor the private prac
titioner. And 1 admit that in the tulltime system.
sometimes we do this to a lesser degree. We must
watch carefully to see that the relationship is not
lost because that's where the patient sometimes
gets caught in the wheels ot the institution.
Dr. Bishop 1 here really is no insurmountable barrier
here, as I see it. I he more adequately the explanation
is made to the patient, the more he will accept the
teaching environment, its philosophy and its execution
/ 'akv .1 deep do-a-u reeling that the resources available
in a 'caching imspital Tin speaking noiv of the human re
souiacs aoald he prohibitively expensive it they tvere made
available 111 a non-teaching hospital .
Charles B. Womer
Director
) alc-XciL Haven Hospital
It is another evidence of the interface that exists in
the teaching hospital on the one hand, and of the inter
dependence ot patient care and the teaching function
on the other,
Mr. Womer: To go a bit deeper into the role of
the teaching hospital, one of the resources that it,
or any hospital, provides to its community is its
emergency service which by its very nature is
episodic. What effect does teaching have on the
emergency service we otter this community?
Dr. Redlich: Kmergencv rooms in most hospitals, not
just in teaching hospitals, are mis-used because the
word "emergency" is a magic key which permits the
patient to come when he wants to come. Our social
system does not provide for this kind of service except
in the emergency rooms. Once we have adequate-
health care services in the community, the emergency
service will become a true emergency facility as it
should be.
Mr. Womer: What about the proposition that
the emergency patient - in an institution such
as ours - is likely to find a very high quality of
scientific care, but is also likely to find less then
optimal maturity among some of the staff in so
tar as sociological influences are concerned?
Dr. Cook. This is an interesting point. We have made
surveys in community hospitals and have found that,
compared to our medical center, they have very little
in the way of social service facilities. Although we
don't have the staff we need, we do have a philosophi
cal approach to the psycho-social problems of the pa
tient that is not found, at least not to such a degree,
in the pediatric care facilities of many community
hospitals. We also try to conduct intensive screening
of emergency service patients to determine the extent
ot their need.
Mrs. Gordon: But of course emergency services
all over the country are mis-used, as Dr. Redlich
pointed out, not because of any fault of the hos
pital, but because of the non-system of health
care delivery in our society. The patient knows
that it he comes here, help will be available.
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. Cook. I think in speaking of the function of a
ical center such as ours, we ought to emphasize
ot only the physician's availability, but the availabil-
ty of most of the resources of the entire institution,
n a 24-hour basis, the laboratories, which do an enor-
us amount of emergency work, the x-ray facilities,
ind so on. In smaller, and non-teaching hospitals,
there is not as much in the way of back-up facilities.
Dr. Bishop: There is another facet of emergency
treatment in the teaching hospital that should
not be overlooked. I would submit that the
emergency room services of the teaching institution
- albeit sadly overburdened by limitations of
space, overcrowding, shortage of staff — still are
supplying a quality of treatment which may not
always be available in the non-teaching hospitals.
Dr. Nnland: I was interested a moment ago when
Chuck Womer referred to the "emergency patient."
He didn't say "emergency room patient." I think
they are two different persons.
The kind of skill we can bring to the emergency
patient in this institution is an extraordinary phenom
enon. Anyone who has been present when five or six
badly injured persons are brought in from an automo
bile accident, has seen highly skilled house officers
seemingly come out of the walls and begin to help
those patients, will never go away saying that the
emergency patient in this hospital is not well taken
care of.
It's the emergency room patient that worries me be
cause he's often the fellow who shouldn't really be
there in the first place. How this problem will ever
be solved, I don't know. Obviously many people are
working on it. But there has to be some way to
differentiate between the emergency patient and the
emergency room patient. I'd like to be able to agree
with Dr. Bishop that we give a consistently high level
of care to all of the people coming in, but I don't
think we do.
One reason is that our house staff in that service is
attuned to the emergency patient. In the course of
their training, this is the only sustained contact they're
likely to have with true emergencies. It's exciting.
They're young. There are all kinds of other psycho
logical reasons for their being oriented in this manner.
And they really go into action for the emergency
patient.
On the other hand, when they're faced with a patient
who has come to the emergency room for attention
because he doesn't have any other place to go, the
house officers on duty are much less interested.
They're not as concerned with the psycho-social
problems of chronic illness at that time of their life,
although they may become so later on in their careers.
But as things stand now, we have to face the fact that
the emergency patient will get absolutely supreme care
in this institution, and the emergency room patient will not.
Mr. Womer: You're defining the emergency room
patient as the person who comes in for care be
lieving that his condition is an emergency, but
which in true fact it is not, medically speaking?
Dr. Redlich: Our emergency services are flooded by
people who have a great need to see somebody. Our
society offers them very few choices. Ministers and
doctors, and workers in social agencies, are about the
only ones to whom they can turn. Lacking them, these
people turn to medical or health facilities as an alter
native.
Dr. Cook: We have taken steps, however, to try
to separate the emergent from the non-emergent
patient by establishing convenience clinics where
we attempt to give non-emergent care to many ot
these patients. We also have a triage system for
evaluating emergency situations. But the emergency
service alone cannot solve all the problems. It
seems to me that only as we can inter -relate it
with other facilities of the hospital, so that patients
will be able to use back-up facilities, will we be able
to give the person who presents himself at the
emergency room with the in-depth care he really
needs.
Dr. Redlich: This makes me think that one of the
responsibilities of a major health institution, such as
our Medical Center, is to work toward the development
of these other facilities. Now, obviously, this is nothing
that the hospital can impose on the city or neighbor
hoods — but I think one of our jobs is to stimulate as
much planning as we can of facilities that will givi
sensible care, at levels they need, to members ot t he
community
Mrs. Gordon: For about six months now, a
committee of the Board of Directors has been
addressing itself to do just what you are suggesting,
Dr. Redlich.
Thus far, we have defined four categories in which
we believe the hospital should function. We call
them: The hospital as a direct provider of service;
a participating provider of service; an innovator
of service; and a planner of service.
In all categories, of course, with the exception of
the direct provider of service, the hospital must
look to groups and organizations and individuals
within the community for cooperation. It is how
the hospital will work with the rest of the health
care system, and who will do it, that concerns us
at this point.
Mr. Womer: In the meantime, I am somewhat heartened
by the progress we have made in working with neighbor
hood groups within the past. I am thinking in particular
of the Hill Health Center and other inner-city programs.
Despite the inadequacies of our emergency service, or
what are described as inadequacies, I feel that people in
our inner-city are receiving care that is not available in
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t:,c ..ore cities where :e chin- hospital does
'
' \ s;
l>r. ( uok \nd ve'.vve might also contribute to
'
ax iiek'1! c unp. ir ible c ire in those areas bv
it trading skilled practitioners to the resources ot
' un" i e i ehmg instil ut ion and aw av from other
sec ; ;■ >'is of : he ci 'unifv I his certainly is an ad-
vnit gc for New I l.o.cii. iiiii conceivably a dis
advantage foi" other cit\ ci immunities and rural areas.
11/-. Womer Bu' 'cku >\\ lc Icing t hat . t lgures that I saw
recent Iv indicted thai even in communities w here there
su|"iposedl\ were a sullic cut number of physicians in te
la t ion tn i he total populat ion, the residents in the core ot
those cities were not being adequateh served unless the
communitv c< uita med a medical teaching center
/)/•. Cook: I would agree with I hose findings. 1
think one < >t the posii i\c i hrngs that Y ale -New
I Liven Medical ( enter mav be able to do through
i" eg ion a I organi/a lions is to promote programs and
.it I iliat urns w itli out l\ mg communities so that the good
aspects ol the I lungs we do can be duplicated m other
areas.
Dr. Redlich: Remembering, of course, thai we musi
he l)i develop a system w it h in our ou n cuiiiiiiiinii v
Dr. Cook Lxaetlv. ( >n the other hand . w e ought io
remember, also. I hat some pa: lent s express a \ erv
deep unw illmgness to go to a teaching hospital I
think it w on Id be of interest to explore w hat t he
common bases tor this reluctance mav be. W hat are
the facts upon which such patients make then" judg
ment s. and can we. or should w e. address ourselves
to these facts?
Dr Redlich: I don't thmk any patient can be forced to
accept being used tor teaching We have to respect his
wishes. 1 do thmk, however, that in a teaching institu
tion, the staff, w ho are at the same time members ot the
taeultv . should make it quite clear to the patient that
there is an informal contract, or covenant it you prefer.
that one part in the exchange ot service and the rewards
ot such service, is the privilege ot teaching It it's made
clear to the patient that this is to his advantage, then it's
likelv to be acceptable.
/)/-. Xulaud: At the other end of the spectrum is
the patient from another area who is referred to a
doctor m this communitv because that doctor is
regarded as being a teacher m the Yale School ot
Medicine and the patient feels, because of this, that
the doctor can do things that no one else can do
I can't visualize the situation in which a patient
would refuse to be admitted to his own physician's
teaching service, provided that the physician ap
proaches the subiect properly Mv experience
w ith doctors w ho are reluctant to have their pa
tients admitted as part of a teaching program is
that it often has tar less to do with the vv ishes
ot the patient than it has to do vv ith the physician
himself and his own feelings about the Medical
school.
Dr. Bishop. I wonder if there isn't more that this in
stitution can do. or should do. in terms ot educating the
"patient communitv" in order to alleviate some ot the
misunderstandings of what the teaching process invokes.
Mrs. Gordon: But this is such a difficult thing to e\o.
It is almost impossible to explain something as per
sonal and as subjective as medical care to a person
until he has gone through the experience himself.
Dr. Cook. It would help, however, to make a concerted
effort to improve relationships between the house staff
and private physicians, between private physicians and
the tulltime staff. I his would lead to better understanding
by everyone involved in a teaching hospital.
Dr. Xulaud: I his leads us back again to the patient,
directly For the most part, he has no idea ot who
contributes to his care, vv hether it's specif icallv vv ith
respect to a surgical procedure, or the tact that some
one other than his own doctor evaluates electroeardio
grams, or that residents get together with surgeons to
make decisions, or that , m reality, everybody needs
everybody else's help. I would opt tor trying to
bring together, in the minds of the patients, that
sen ice and teaching are inseparable, and that as we
teach, so e\o we serve which sounds like something
translated Irom the 1 .at in!
Dr. Redlich: How would vou bring clinical research into
this situation? I would like to present to the patient the
assurance that the institution vv ill do its utmost to render
him care, and that certain investigat ions of a nature
that go beyond his immediate problem are a part of our
obligation. But it is clear that we have to take steps
against the loss of privacy and to minimize the things
that make his care impersonal. If the medical history is
taken by more than one person, this can be justificd'to
the patient as a checking procedure and is iii his interest.
It the history is taken by five different people, however,
this becomes difficult to explain. It also becomes difficult
to explain the unannounced and unnamed persons who
walk in and out ot his room. That's not the way to treat
anybody, least of all a sick person. If these kind of things
are eliminated, then teaching becomes comparable with"
tit st -rate practice.
Dr. Xulaud: What you're saving, in effect, is that
it teaching is allowed to remain in the hands of the
responsible physician, then there should be no in
consistencies between teaching and service. Unfor
tunately, this has not always been true, particularly
where there is an interface between the university
service and the private physician.
Fet me explain what I mean, and I don't think this
is unique with our hospital at all. I think it is a
situation that develops, humans being what they
are. in most teaching institutions. Suppose, as a
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community surgeon, I am asked to see a boy
in the emergency room at the hospital with sus
pected appendicitis. The patient has been seen by,let's say, a general practitioner in an outlying
suburb. He comes to the emergency room, and
I phone in, saying to the pediatric assistant resi
dent on duty, "Johnny Jones is coming in and
the story is so-and-so. Would you see him and
I'll be down in a short while. After the labora
tory work is ready, we'll discuss him together."
The child is examined by the pediatric assistant
resident. This is the second examination. 'The
child is then examined by me. More often than
not, a medical student whom I do not know is
also in the area and he examines the patient. If
I decide to operate on that patient, he must then
be examined by the pediatric surgical resident
and by the pediatric house officer on the floor to
which the child will go. Then, what will usually
happen is that the pediatric student on that floor
will also come down because he'll be involved in
the postoperative care of this patient and he will
also examine this child.
I appreciate the fact that the number of persons
involved in these procedures has been worked
out as part ot the teaching program, but for me,
as a protector of my patient, I never know just
what to say to the patient's family to justify such
action.
Dr. Redlich: I can bear out what vou sav because I
personally have had such an experience, not as a
physician, but as a relative. There is no doubt but
that we must make changes. It becomes a matter of
not what we do, but how we do it, that affects the pa
tient so that he reacts favorably or unfavorably.
Dr. Bishop: This is a significant point because
we are discussing the realities that trouble the pa
tients, that trouble physicians, and that trouble
us who are trying to find solutions to these prob
lems. This is an area of interface where all these
situations meet.
.11;-. Womer: I'd like to add one more segment to that
interface — the cost of teaching. There is no doubt that
for any number of reasons: more highly specialized fa
cilities, more highly specialized personnel, the breadth
and depth of service, and so on, that a teaching institu
tion is more costly to a community than a non-teaching
institution is. Is it appropriate that this be so? Are the
rewards that a community receives commensurate with
the costs it is bearing?
Dr. Cook: Are we sure that it is more costly?
Since wc have patients coming from a wider area,
with more complex problems, and for whom we
are able to provide more complicated services,
can we sav for sure that it is more costly than the
same qualitv and type of care in a non-teaching
institution?
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it'c ought to rente tuber, also, that son
patients express a very deep uuivilliugiiess to go to a leaching
hospital. I thmk it would be of interest to explore zvhat the
common bases for this reluctance may he
- C. Davenport Cook, M.D.
Chief of Pediatrics
"I can't visualize the situation in which a patient would refuse to
be admitted to his oxen physician's teaching service, provided that
the physician approaches the subject properly
— Sherwin B. Nuland, M.D.
Associate i.huical Professor of Surgery
'■^*£MK
I thmk we have to keep trying to explain to our public
-what I his teaching institution is. why so me of t he misunderstandings
in terms of patient eare occur, and how they might he alleviated
through community effort and support
- Mrs. Angus N. Gordon. Jr.
Member. Hoard of Directors
Mr Womer: I would have to sav that in studies made
oi a Liiven diagnosis, using as an example the same boy
w ho w as brought in with appendicitis, that there is
more laboratory work done in a teaching institution.
there is more x-rav work done, there are more special
services generally ordered and provided tor a patient
w ith a given diagnosis than is usually true in a non-teach
ing hospital.
Now . of course, it is impossible to sav that this is all
a cost ot teaching, necessarily, because we all know ot
instances in which there is as much a question about the
under-usc of services m the eare ot a patient as ot the
over -use.
We alv) know from studies that have been made that
we have fewer unnecessary hospital admissions and
that our hospitalizations often are shorter tor the
same diagnoses.
Dr. Xulaud: I thmk the extra cost is legitimate
providing that members ot the community have a
choice. If they must go to a teaching hospital
because it is the only facility available, then it is
not a legitimate expense. On the other hand, it
the physician has the option ot taking very
routine matters to a no n -teaching communitv -
type hospital, any additional cost that the patient
incurs by going to a teaching hospital is a legitimate
cost.
Dr. Bishop: Over and above the matter ot choice is the
question of whether the cost of medical education, in
its clinical elements at least, should be borne by the
community, by the sick in the community or should
be borne by society as a whole.
My personal feeling is that the need tor and absolute
necessity of medical education is so real and so great
that it is properly a cost that should be allocated to
society since it is society that is the ultimate beneficiary.
Dr. Redlich: I would agree to that, which means
support of everyone through governmental
funding. But this doesn't exist at the present
time. So, the question is. what do we do in the
absence of this kind ot support?
Mr. Womer: But here again, we are faced with the con
fusion of identifying costs. Although there are no
direct studies, and I have spoken on both sides of the
question. 1 have a deep down feeling that the resources
available in a teaching hospital - I'm speaking now of
the human resources would be prohibitively expensive
if they were made available in a non-teaching hospital.
I'm thinking particularly ot the example we used earlier,
iM patients coming to the emergency room from an
automobile accident and the number ot highly trained
personnel who seemed to "come out ot the walls" at
a moment's notice to provide expert care. The patients
would not be billed for all the services of all those
people, but only for a small portion ot them. If a
community hospital was geared to do the same sort
of thing, the cost to patients would be tremendous.
We have similar situations in other hospital areas:
In our newborn special eare unit, tor example:
for the back-up services that augment open-heart
surgery; for the kind of equipment that are available
because we are a teaching hospital.
Dr. Cook: 1 would like to re-emphasize the
importance of the research component in this
cost question because, almost solely, it must be
done in a teaching hospital. We attempt to pro
vide the best care possible on the basis of our
knowledge today, but we seek, in addition, new
ways to advance that know ledge and move toward
improving care on the basis ot clinical and lab
oratory research.
Mrs. Gordon. I his constitutes the familiar three-
legged stool teaching, research, and patient care.
All equally important and inseparable.
Dr. Bishop: I would like to add another leg -
communitv service. It seems to me that in the
spirit of the times those who have tended to
recognize community service as an clement ot
the delivery of health care in its totality now
have an obligation to identify it as a primary
and particular objective of this institution.
Mr. Womer: There are many elements ot community
service which are not direct patient care, that is true.
When members of the tulltime faculty take part in
regional medical problems, for example, it is not a
matter of direct patient care. The participation of
manv others who helped the community to establish
the Hill Health Center is another. 'The fact that New
Haven appears to have a real problem in lead poisoning
partially stems from the fact that people at this
medical center have been interested in finding the
problem, diagnosing it, and have assumed roles of
real advocacy in terms of housing code enforcements
to help overcome the problem. This, again, is com
munity service that doesn't involve patient care
directly.
Dr. Cook: When this subject comes up, I always
ask: How far does our responsibility go in terms
ot participating in community projects? Are we
to work in an advisory capacity, or do we have an
obligation to participate actively? Where do we
limit our responsibility to the community? I
personally think that our first responsibility is to
care for patients within the walls of the medical
center. Beyond that, I think we have a responsi
bility that varies in degree to the rest of the com
munity and the region. How active we are would
probably be determined by the availability of re
sources both financial and manpower-wise.
Mrs. Gordon: I think the most important considera
tion is the attitude the Medical Center assumes in
these various projects. A cooperative attitude will do
much toward achieving the goals of the community
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This is part of what our committee had in mind in de
fining trie various roles of the hospital in community
affairs.
Dr. Nuland: I get very confused when you say
"hospital" in one breath and "medical center
'
in the next.
Dr. Redlich: I look at this Center as a group of organi
zations loosely tied together without any legal status.
It has, however, definite aims and functions. In gen
eral, I believe that the "center" concept ought to be
strengthened.
Mr. Womer: By drawing upon those organizations,
whether they be part of the formal medical
school, patient care teams, informal interest groups,
or whatever, I think this institution — using that
word in its broadest sense — has an obligation to
build health care models that will help till the
gaps in the delivery of service to this community
and beyond. In summing up our discussion, would
this coincide with your views, Dr. Bishop?
Dr. Bishop: I believe there is an interface in this hospi
tal, and/or medical center, in exactly the same sense
that there is interface in all human relationships, and
it will never be eliminated until human relationships,
themselves change. However, the unique capacities
and potentials of the teaching hospital so far outweigh
the fears related to them, that I consider the teaching
hospital one of the most significant elements of our
society today. I believe it will continue to exist for
the foreseeable future, and beyond. And I believe it
deserves the total support of its participants and of
society.
Dr. Redlich: Medical teaching and research in a
clinical setting actually enhance the quality of
care. This does not mean that some aspects in a
teaching hospital are ideal or need not be improved.
But because we are educated toward intellectual
honesty in a teaching center, we should be able to
look at these deficiencies and improve them. We
all have to address ourselves to these matters with
all our ability and determination.
Mrs. Gordon: In summing up my thoughts, I think we
should realize that we are speaking from the framework
of this hospital which is unusual in that it is a large teach
ing and community hospital in a rather small-sized city.
Moreover, the relationship between the hospital and the
school of medicine has gone on for nearly 150 years.
Misunderstandings have been carried on and on, and in
many cases have been compounded through the years
until situations have developed which no longer can be
based on fact, but on attitudes by the. various elements
involved. I think we have to keep trying to explain to
our public what this teaching institution is, why some of
the misunderstandings in terms of patient care occur,
and how they might be alleviated through community
effort and support.
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Dr. Nuland: Teaching is the grand tradition of
medicine. From the Oath of Hippocrates to the
physicians of the Middle Ages to Osier, and to
us, it has been our obligation and our privilege.
So long as we continue to maintain our feeling
of responsibility for the individual care of the
individual sick person, and use that as our per
spective to widen out into the community, it
can only be to the benefit of ourselves, our
patients and the generations that come after us.
Dr. Cook: I agree with all of your summary state
ments? As physicians and as teachers, we have as our
first responsibility that of providing optimal patient
care. I think that is compatible with teaching and
with continuing research because it is only through
constant questioning that we will improve.
Mr. Womer: To me the advantages of the inter
relationships of a teaching institution and the
community it serves are so significant that the
problems of interface are pale by comparison.
We are entering a new era in medicine, an era
of cooperation through working as teams in the
interests of the sick and injured. It has not been
our objective to find solutions today, but rather
to discuss the issues as friends do who are all
working toward the same goal, but differ slightly
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Dentists and Physicians to the
Outpatient Department . 170
House Staff
Clinical Fellows 1 51
Interns and Residents 281
Professional Staff (non M.D.) . 21
Total Medical Staff 1,402
Less Duplications . 8
Total Medical Staff 1,394




Charles H. Costello was elected to his sixth term as President
of the Board of Directors of Yale-New Haven Hospital at its
annual meeting, February 25, 1970.
Charles S. Gage, a member of the Board, was elected to fill
the unexpired term of Reuben A. Holden, and two new
members were elected: Richard H. Bowerman was elected
to a three -year term succeeding Frank G. Chadwick, Jr.,
and Alfred B. Fitt, SpecialAdvisor to the President of Yale
University, was elected to the three-year term vacated by
Mr. Gage.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
October 1969 -
A 5-day anti-smoking clinic was held at Harkness
Auditorium sponsored by the Seventh Day
Adventist Church, Yale-New Haven Hospital, the
New Haven Heart Association, the American
Cancer Society and the New Haven Department
of Health.
Eight hospital employees received certificates
signifying their passing high school equivalency
tests in the program co-sponsored by the hospital
and the New Haven Board of Education. Three
enrolled in evening college classes: Robert
Brown, Mrs. Antoinette Marro, James Ziyadeh.
Mrs. Ann O'Donnell, R.N., Head Nurse for ENT
Clinic, retired after 19 years of service, Mrs. Evelyn
Gale, Department of Physical Medicine, after 24
years.
Yale-New Haven's operating budget up $4.2 mil
lion over last year, bringing it to more than $32
million for fiscal year 1 969-70. Major portions of
increase due to adjustments and increases in
salaries, wages and benefits
Xovember 1969 —
Dr. James P. Comer, Associate Dean of the Yale
School of Medicine, spoke on "Social Changes
in the Hospital
"
at annual fall luncheon meeting
of Women s Auxiliary.
Twenty-eight hospital employees spent eight hours
in a survival shelter at the Hall of Records as
part of a management training course sponsored
by the Connecticut Office of Civil Defense.
Miss Araminta Hawk retired after 38 years as
a hospital dietitian.
Hospital employees donated $20,908.70 to the
United Fund; 1,475 persons contributed.
December 1969 —
Miss Doris Johnson, Ph.D., Director of Dietetics,
was a panel member discussing "Advanced Aca
demic Teaching of Nutrition" at White House
Conference on Food, Nutrition and Health.
Special Christmas celebrations were held for
patients and staff.
January 1970 —
Dr. William W. F. Glenn, Chief of Cardiothoracic
Surgery, was named President-Elect of American
Heart Association, the first surgeon to hold this
distinguished national office.
Hospital's vacation plan expanded to provide two
weeks' paid vacation after one year of service;
three weeks after five years; four weeks after 15,-
and an additional floating holiday, making a
total of nine paid holidays during the year.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
January 1970 (continued) —
Hospital employees donated 3 3d pints of blood
on January 2 3 to set a record for the number ot
pints collected in American Red Cross blood
drives at Yale-New Haven Hospital.
February 1970 -
Seven hospital employees were added to the
Quarter Century Club and their names affixed
to a new award plaque displayed in the Dana
lobby. I hev were: Miss Emma Stanio. R.N. .
Miss Agnes Link, Miss Mary Leonard, Mrs. An
toinette Fattore, Mrs. Sylvia McKiernan, .Miss
Harriet Young and Pasquale Guidone.
Ralph J . Bannister was appointed Director
of Radiologic Technology.
Dr. .Augustine A. White, orthopedic surgeon, was
named one of the nation's ten outstanding young
men at national congress of Jaycees in California.
Yale-New Haven Hospital Credit Union appointed
Miss Mary DeCrosta, Cornelius Fnright, and (ius V.
Maffeo to rwo-vear terms on its Board ot Directors
Renovation and expansion projects in space and
equipment included an 8-bed cardiac monitoring
system on 7 Fast in the .Memorial Unit; additional
equipment in the Newborn Special Care Unit, the
section of Nuclear Medicine; and a second cardio
vascular radiologic suite.
A resolution authorizing the construction ot two
additional floors to the Memorial Unit to provide
124 more beds and expansion of service facilities
was unanimously adopted by the Board ot Di
rectors at its annual meeting.
A comparison of figures showed that emergency
visits to Yale-New- Haven Hospital doubled in
number from 30,743 in I960 to 73.143 in 1969.
March 1970 -
I'he tenth annual Institute for Intensive Care of
Newborn and Premature Infants was held for
six days early in the month, jointly sponsored by
the departments of nursing and pediatrics at
Yale-New Haven, and the Connecticut State
Department of Health.
Eighteen students were graduated from the
hospital's Practical Nurse Program in ceremonies
at Eh Whitney Regional Vocational Training
School in Hamden.
Thomas F X. Reillv. assistant director of Person
nel, was named Acting Director to succeed
Robert W. Fox. who died unexpectedly on
February 21. 1970.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
March 1970 (continued) —
The Women's Auxiliary reported a net income
of $48,879 from its Carryall Shops, an increase
of $2,405 over the previous year. Programs
sponsored by the Auxiliary for 1970-71 include
construction projects, continued support of the
patient assistance program, and a hospital-com
munity program to be determined.
April 1970 -
Mrs. Robert Adnopoz succeeded Mrs. M. Scott
Welch as president of the Women's Auxiliary at
its 18th annual spring luncheon, April 17
The second annual meeting of the hospital's
Quarter Century Club honored 98 employees
who have served the hospital from 25 to 48
years. Two new members were added to the
roster in addition to seven honored earlier in
the year. They were: Mrs. Ethel Healy and
Richard H. Judd.
Employees with from five to 20 years' service
were honored at an informal tea in the Memorial
Unit cafeteria on April 9. They included 190
persons representing 20 hospital departments.
Two members of the part-time faculty were
elected to the Medical School Council as
members of the Medical Staff. They were:
Sherwin B. Nuland, M.D., and Lewis L.
Levy, M.D.
May 1970 -
Members of the Hospital's Board of Directors
played host to area legislators at a hospital
luncheon on May 19.
The Lasker award for best television document
in medicine for 1969 was presented to CBS for
Walter Cronkite's program on fetology which
featured Yale-New Haven's Newborn Special
Care Unit.
Grace-New Haven School of Nursing held
graduation ceremonies for 32 students who
received their caps on May 26.
Red Cross Bloodmobile Drive received 202 pints
from hospital employees.
Mrs. Barbara O'Connor, Miss Janice Pitkewicz,
and Miss Meribeth Donovan of Clinical Micros
copy won awards at the annual spring seminar
of the New Jersey Society of Medical
Technologists.
Dr. David Seligson, director of Clinical Laboratories,
received the prestigious Donald C. Van Slyke Award
at the American Association of Clinical Chemists
for "excellent and outstanding contributions in
the field of clinical chemistry."
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June 1970 -
Miss Josephine I.ocarini, Acting Manager of
Linen Service, was named Manager to succeed
Warren Eastman who retired.
I he annual hospital picnic was attended by an
estimated 1 .Mill employees and their families.
July 1970 -
F itteen dietetic interns from eight states and
the Phillippines received graduation certificates
upon completing their internship programs.
Certificates for 1969-70 Supervisory Training
and Development Programs were also awarded
to 86 employees in the Memorial Unit cafeteria
on July 6.
August 1970 -
About 50 inner-city high school and college
students took part in summer job training pro
gram at Yale-New Haven in cooperation with
community organizations and Chamber of
Commerce.
Blood drive yielded 188 pints, the largest mid
summer collection in three years.
Construction began on the addition of two
floors to the Memorial Unit at an estimated
cost of $7,289,000.
Two new members were added to the Quarter
Century Club: .Mary Diamante, R.N., and
Jean Burz, R.N.
Two Sections were established officially within
the department ot Surgery: Cardiothoracic
Surgery with Dr. William W. L. Glenn, Chief.
and Dr. Harold Stern, Associate Chief; and a
Section of General Surgery with Dr. Hastings
K. Wright. Chief, and Dr. Woodrow W. Lindenmuth
Associate Chief.
September 1970
Mrs. Elizabeth Wilkinson. R.N ., retired as
Associate Director ot Nursing Service after
30 vears' service, and Edward McKeon after
38 vears with Engineering. Miss Shirley E.
Parkhill. R.N., was named to succeed Mrs.
Wilkinson, and Miss Mildred A. Ilollis, R.N.,
was appointed Associate Director of Personnel
and Staffing. Department of Nursing, to fill
the post vacated by Miss Parkhill.
Construction projects included renovation of
Tompkins 4; the beginning of a 3-story research
laboratory for Ophthalmology connecting
Boardman and Bradv buildings; and the re
modeling ot the Radiation Therapy Clinic.
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Administrative Staff and Department Heads 1970 New Appointments 1970
Director





William T. Newell, Jr.
Herbert Paris












Nicholas M. Greene, M.D.
Building Services










Herbert R. Sleeper, D.D.S.
Dietetics














Miss Patricia A. Tourey
Nursing, Division of
MissAnna E. Ryle, R.N.
Operating Rooms
Mrs. Luba Dowling, R.N.
Personnel Health Service










Morton M. Kligerman, M.D.
Religious Ministries


































Nicholas M Gieene, M D
Assistant Chiefs
Fredei ick W Hehre, M.D.






Marshall G. Barnes, M D
Joseph R. Bove, M.D.
Alexander W. vonGi aevemtz, M.D
Department of Medicine
Chief
Philip K. Bondy, M.D
Associate Chief
Samuel D. Kushlan, M.D
Continuing Care
Director




Nathan G Kase, M D
Associate Chief
Paul E. Molumphy, M.D,
Department of Pathology
Chief
Lewis Thomas, M D
Department of Pediatrics
Chief
Chailes D. Cook, M.D
Associate Chief
David H. Clement, M.D
Department of Psychiatry
Chief





Morton M Kligerman, M.D.
Department of Surgery
Chief
Jack W Cole, M.D.
Associate Chief
Woodrow W. Lindenmuth, M.D
Cardiothoracic Surgery
Section Chief





Hastings K. Wright, M.D
Associate Section Chief
Woodiow W Lindenmuth, M.D.
Neurosurgery
Section Chief
William F Collins, Jr., M.D
Associate Section Chief
Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D
Ophthalmology
Section Chief
Marvin L. Sears, M.D
Associate Section Chief
Andrew S. Wong, M.D.
Oral Surgery
Section Chief
Herbert R. Sleeper, D.D.S.
Associate Section Chief
Wilbur D. Johnston, M.D., D.D.:
Orthopedic Surgery
Section Chief
Wayne 0. Southwick, M.D.
Associate Section Chief
Ulnch H. Weil, M.D.
Otolaryngology
Section Chief






Thomas J. Krizek, M.D
Associate Section Chief





John B. Goetsch, M.D.
Medical Board 1970
Chairman
Courtney C. Bishop, M.D.
Vice Chairman
Nicholas M. Greene, M.D.
Secretary
Richard H. Judd
Philip K. Bondy, M.D.
David H. Clement, M.D.
Jack W.Cole, M.D.
Charles D. Cook, M.D.
Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D.
Thomas P. Detre
Thomas F Dolan, Jr., M.D.
Irving Friedman, M.D.
Harvey W. Kaetz, M.D.
Nathan G. Kase, M.D.
Morton M. Kligerman, M.D.
Samuel D. Kushlan, M.D.
Woodrow W. Lindenmuth, M.D.
Paul E. Molumphy, M.D.
FredrikC. Redlich, M.D.
David Seligson, M.D'.





of the Medical Staff
President
Harvey W. Kaetz, M.D.
Vice President
Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D.
Secretary
Isao Hirata, Jr., M.D.
Past President
Irving Friedman, M.D.
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Comparative Statistics
Patients discharged during the year
Patient days care rendered
Average length of patients' stay (days)





























































Gynecology. 3,359 2,731 16,928 14,283
Obstetrics 5,440 4,931 18,852 17,832
Psychiatry (Tompkins) 131 117 9,266 10,197
Radiology 107 74 833 539
Medicine. 6,055 5,614 64,606 63,073
Surgery:
Cardiothoracic (Cardiovascular and
Thoracic) 403 401 5,539 5,822
Dental 137 186 378 441
Neurosurgery 860 839 12,848 12,677
Ophthalmology 586 656 4,161 4,897
Orthopedic 1,307 1,350 16,851 17,012
Otorhi no laryngology. 636 861 3,328 4,084
Plastic 341 166 4,371 1,850
Urological 1,469 1,361 14,100 13,248






Total - Adults 23,647 210,964
CHILDREN
Medical 1,673 1,411 1 1 ,840 12,632
Surgical 2,233 2,146 13,312 11,264
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Clinic Visits

















































































Family Planning 1,153 1,273
Gynecology — General 5,095 4,735
Gynecology — Tumor 347 340
Obstetrics 9,094 8,916






















Birth Defects 259 321
Cardiac and Surgical Cardiac 2,959 2,830
Surgical 305 376
Cystic Fibrosis . 478 559
Child Care 107 68
Convenience Clinic (2) 586 3,277
Endocrinology 539 673
G . Powers Development
Evaluation (3) 111 52
Gastrointestinal 398 338
Genetics - Metabolism 577 498
Hematology 716 490
Lead Poisoning. 168 -0-
Nephrology 463 412
Neurology 590 635





1) Statistics not previously recorded for Medical Convenience Clinic in 1969.
2) Emergency Service patients have been deleted from this years Pediatric Convenience Clinic statistics
3) Formerly referred to as Mental Retardation.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND INCOME AND EXPENSES
September 30
1970 1969
GROSS REVENUE FROM SERVICESTO PATIENTS:
Room, board and nursing
















DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS REVENUE:
Contractual and other allowances













Supplies and other expenses
Depreciation
Total
Less — Recovery of expenses from grants,
tuition, sale of services, etc.
NET OPERATING EXPENSES
















Free bed funds, Endowment income, United Fund
and Other (Note 3) .





EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENSES. $1,546,480 $1,079,595







Accounts receivable net (Note 11
I nventones
Other assets











Total — General Funds S1 1,492,358 S10, 140,245
ENDOWMENT AND SPECIAL FUNDS
Cash
Investments at market value
Land, buildings and equipment
Winchester Annex














Due from Endowment Funds











PLANT FUND: (Note 6)




Deferred note issuance expense
Total - Plant fund
Gioss Total - AM Funds
Less, Inter-fund accounts
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Connecticut Blue Cross advance
Reserve for Medicare and other programs (Note 2)




Total — General Funds





















Due to Temporary Funds 25,000
Principal of Funds:
Free Bed.






















Total — Temporary Funds
PLANT FUND:
$ 3,017,867 $ 1,980,234
Mortgages payable
Lease Obligation







Total - Plant Fund
Gross Total - All Funds
Less, Inter-fund accounts









YALE -NEW HAVEN HOSPITAL See Notes to Fmanciat Statements on page 24.
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
September 30. 1970
'11 Not included in the attached General Fund balance sheet are S6, 600,906 of patients' accounts receivable placed with
collection agencies and a reserve of an equal amount. Recoveries of written off accounts, including agency collections,
amounting to S446.644 have been treated in this report as a credit against the provision for uncollectible accounts.
(2) The final adjustments between billings and payments from the inception of Medicare through September 30, 1970 have
not been made pending determination and acceptance of reimbursable costs in accordance with the Medicare program. The
Hospital has provided a reserve of S473.109 for such adjustments
13) General fund supplementary income excludes S975.475 of gifts unrestricted by donors, which, by vote and established
oractice, have been credited directly to Unrestricted Endowment Funds
(4) The unfunded past service liability related to the Hospital's pension plan, to be funded over a period of 28 years, amounted
to approximately S920.000 at September 30, 1970. We have been advised that changes in the plan effective December 1 , 1970
are expected to increase this contingent liability to an amount in excess of S2.000.000
(5) At September 30, 1970 Hospital Cooperative Services, Inc. had a liability to Union Trust Company in the form of a demand
note for $600,000 which was guaranteed jointly and severally by Yale-New Haven Hospital and three other hospitals participating
in this organization to provide consolidated laundry service
(6) The Hospital has entered into a Project Agreement dated March 30, 1970, with the State of Connecticut Health and Education
al Facilities Authority for constructing and equipping additional facilities in the Memorial Unit to be financed in part by the
Authority's issuance of $6,500,000 Bond Anticipation Notes (of an authorized S7 ,500 ,000) such Notes having been issued in
anticipation of the issuance and sale of Revenue Bonds by the Authority. Under the terms of the Project Agreement, the
Hospital conveyed the Memorial Unit premises to the Authority by Warranty Deed dated March 30, 1970. Among other pro
visions, the Project Agreement requires that the Hos/rital and the Authority enter into a long-term lease agreement which shall
remain in force until the principal or redemption price of and interest on the Notes or Bonds and any other costs of the A uthority
with respect to the project have been fully paid or provision made therefor.
In connection with the issuance of the Notes Yale University delivered a Guaranty Agreement under which Yale unconditionally
guarantees to the Authority, and for the benefit of the holders of the Notes, the payments provided to be paid by the Hospital
to the Authority under the Project Agreement, limited to the aggregate princi/oal of the Notes, not to exceed $7 ,500,000.
An Indemnity Agreement dated March 30, 1970, between the Hospital and Yale provides that the Hospital shall indemnify
Yale against all liability , loss, damage and expense that it may incur by reason of the abo ve-mentioned Guaranty Agreement. In
order to secure Yale against loss the Hospital has delivered to Yale two mortgages of real and personal property. One mortgage
covers twenty-one /marcels of land with all buildings and improvements, including all furnishings, equipment and other personal
property located in the mortgaged buildings. This mortgage is subject to an existing mortgage to Equitable Life Assurance
Society dated April 30, 1953. The other mortgage grants to Yale the Hospital's right, title and interest in the same premises
(Memorial Unit) conveyed by the Hospital to the State of Connecticut Health and Educational Facilities A uthority by Warranty
Deed dated March 30, 1970.
A t September 30, 1970, the Hospital's position with respect to the abo ve was as follows.
Construction in progress:
Authority's funds:
Proceeds of notes issued
or bonds to be issued
Hill-Burton funds
Other Expenditures — Hospital's funds
TOTALS
Long-term lease obligation:
Funds expended by Authority:
Construction costs $248,515
Accrued note interest 23,658
Note issuance expense 25 728
TOTALS $297,901
Estimated Costs Expended or
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FORM OF BEQUEST
I give, devise, and bequeath to the Yale-New Haven
Hospital, in the City of New Haven, a charitable
institution organized under the laws of the State of
Connecticut, the sum of
$
VvNVBA/
PREPARED BY THE OFFICE OF
INFORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT
1096 CB Extension 6-4700
Donald R. Kleinberg, Director
Mrs. Roby Raymond, Director of Publications
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